Extreme Academy has one purpose in mind — to help educate and inspire the next generation of technologists and prepare them for the workplace.

Through Extreme Academy, participating organizations receive teaching resources, access to next generation technology, and the opportunity for their students to gain a qualification as an Extreme Networks Associate (XNA).

Extreme Academy offers flexible courses that can be integrated with existing curriculums or taught separately alongside current studies. Courses cover vital topics including, networking, security, and cloud fundamentals, critical network design principals, and emerging technology like artificial intelligence and machine learning.

This program offers more than education — it is a partnership that will help organizations and students build industry connections. Extreme Academy aims to help students advance with their knowledge and accreditations and excel in their careers.

**KEY BENEFITS**
- A recognized qualification that helps you stand out from other candidates
- Increased connections to job opportunities
- Hands on Lab experience with the latest technology, preparing you hit the ground running in your next job
- Links with the industry and a Leader in Cloud Networking
- Relevant networking skills that prepare you for the workplace

**FOR CERTIFIED STUDENTS**
- Access to teaching resources funded by Extreme Networks
- Lab equipment and practical resources
- Partnership with a leading technology brand
- Improved student employment options
- A more diverse training portfolio
- Increased links with the IT industry
- An added draw for students

**FOR EXTREME ACADEMIES**
Extreme Academy Consists of 5 Courses:

Upon completion of each course, students will be awarded an Extreme Networking Associate (XNA) Certification, which will be their passport to opportunity in the high-growth technology industry.

Each course includes cutting-edge blended learning techniques, from face-to-face classes to virtual classroom options and interactive online content.

Extreme Academy students can earn professional accreditations, differentiating them from other candidates and equipping them to stand out as they apply for jobs.

"This partnership shares one overarching goal; educate and provide individuals with the relevant skills that employers both need and want. Our students will be the first in the country to graduate with industry specific certifications made possible by the Extreme Academy."

DR. WALTER IWANENKO, VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

FLEXIBLE COURSE DELIVERY

TRADITIONAL INSTRUCTOR-LED CLASSES

Faculty members can use Extreme Academy Course Content to deliver classes on-site and learning assignments are hands-on with recommended lab equipment.

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM DELIVERY

Faculty can deliver course content online to teach vital skills in networking without students entering a physical classroom.

TEACH THE FUTURE: BECOMING AN EXTREME ACADEMY

Partner with Extreme Networks to inspire and educate the young professionals who will shape the future.

Register your interest now at academy.extremenetworks.com.